




This Man William Pearson Tolley
By ALEXANDER F. JONES
JULY, 1961
(Editor's Note: This scholarly and factual disquisition by the Executive Editor
of the Syracuse Herald-American is published here-with the permission of
the auth01' and the cepyright owner-from the original typescript recently
presented by Mr. Jones with the following signed inscription: "For Syracuse
University Library Associates." It originally appeared in the Herald-American)
16 April 1961. This is the writing to which Mr. Adrian Van Sinderen) Chair-
man of the Board of Trustees of Library Associates) invited the attention of
the board members at the Spring meeting on 4 May last.)
Coming to work in the morning, the light is usually against me at
Comstock and Euclid.
This affords a moment to look around.
On the left is the shining women's gym and the series of imposing
dormitories high on Olympus, like latter day castles on the Rhine.
On the right is a handsome brick dormitory from which sprightly
young women with jittery pony tails emerge on the double, books in
one hand, a breakfast bun in the other.
It is a picture of impressive growth at Syracuse University and I
always wonder what additional improvements Bill Tolley may be
cooking up at the moment.
For certainly this man William Pearson Tolley, seventh chancellor
and president of Syracuse University, has compiled as glittering a
record in his 19 years on Piety Hill as any American college executive
can claim.
I am the type who is impressed by new buildings and shiny addi-
tions to the physical plant, by seven figure increases in valuation and
endowment.
Naturally the eggheads on the Hill look down their qu~veri~g
nostrils in genuine indignation at such a view of true unIVerSity
growth.
They shake long, bony forefingers under my nose and say Dr.
Tolley's real contribution to Syracuse University has been in academic
fields-the building of a truly fine faculty, the transition of a major
undergraduate institution to one of graduate status, the development
of the school as a research center, the impetus given several depart-
ments, led by the Liberal Arts college, to earn a place in select educa-
tional circles.
They look at the door as if wondering who left it unlocked when
I ask for figures on new buildings and other sordid, non-academic
matters.
Now I recognize in a dim sort of way the accomplishments of Dr.
Tolley in these rarefied directions and I will get to them if some of
these cerebral giants will hold still for a moment and get me some
figures on the brick and mortar situation at Syracuse. It is true that Dr.
Tolley has assembled a celebrated group of teachers, but the truth is
there were few places to put them where the roof did not leak just a
few years ago. So in just cutting down the pneumonia rate my pursuit
of tight, dry, glass and chrome housing has a modicum of merit.
So-
Since 1946 the university has added twenty-seven new buildings at
a total cost of more than $34,000,000. This total includes five buildings
now under way or scheduled to be started within the year. They are
the Markham block dormitory for 482 men, $2,900,000; Manley Field-
house, $1,750,000; Crouse Hall, a classroom and faculty office building,
$1,600,000; a health research center, $765,000; and the first in a pro-
jected series of building in the S. 1. Newhouse Communications Re-
search Center, $1,000,000.
The twenty-seven buildings include eleven educational facilities,
eleven dormitories and five major service or recreation structures-a
central warehouse, steam plant, two dining halls, and a fieldhouse.
Two additional dormitories are now being planned under a
$3,000,000 loan announced last week.
Along with new construction there has been a $4,000,000 renova-
tion program which has made a big change in the older buildings.
Plans for the state medical center's new $20,000,000 teaching hos-
pital are advanced to a point permitting ground breaking this year,
too.
Altogether the physical assets of Syracuse University, which were
$13,000,000 when Dr. Tolley took over, are now more than $65,000,000.
The five million annual budget of 1943 now exceeds $31,000,000.
There is an enrollment of 7,175 undergraduates on the main cam-
pus, a moderate increase since 1940, but the graduate school has
jumped from 654 to 4,874 in the same period. There is an additional
2,093 students enrolled at Utica College and 1,956 at University Col-
lege, giving the university 16,481 students in all divisions.
With its faculty and employee staff of 3,600, Syracuse University
has the fourth biggest payroll in this city, exceeding $10,000,000 an-
nually.
There, I have sneaked the commercial across in fulfilling my mo-
tive of proving that Dr. William Pearson Tolley, chancellor of Syra-
cuse University, does something up there on the Hill besides making
profound utterances, laughing at Dr. Charles C. Noble's latest nifties
at campus dinners, and exhibiting a lamentable lack of caution in
crossing streets.
And now, for the benefit of the bulging domes who would cut me
deader than a shining mackerel on a moon-lit beach if I do not con-
clude this philippic on a high academic note, may I say that while Dr.
Tolley believes in doing everything well, including football, his present
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incendiary passion is to do one additional thing especially well-to
build a new $6~OOO~OOO library and stock it with a couple of million
valuable tomes.
This great dream, I am told, is very apt to be fulfilled in the not
too distant future.
I asked a student from the Bronx his opinion on a new library.
"Books he wants, too?" he queried, "Better he should pray for a
couple of tackles for Benny Schwartzwalder. But if it's books he wants,
it is books he will get. He is like that."
Stop at that Comstock-Euclid light and look around and you will
conclude that if ever a man is going to leave an indelible mark on
Syracuse University, it is William Pearson Tolley.
And be very careful in driving in the vicinity of the campus.
Bill Tolleys are awfully hard to come by.
From the late George Arents
One of the last gestures of generosity by the late George Arents
toward Syracuse University was the fulfillment of his specification that
the magnificent oil portrait of his wife be placed in that part of the
Library which bears her name, the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room.
The fine painting of this beautiful lady by the famous portraitist
Frank o. Salisbury was received recently from New York City, and it
now graces the prominent place reserved for it on the wall opposite
the main entrance to the room. On two occasions reproductions of the
portrait have been printed: the first time in the brochure issued by
Library Associates for the dedication of the Lena R. Arents Rare
Book Room, April 30, 1957, and again in the leaflet printed to cele-
brate the eighty-fifth birthday of Mr. Arents in 1960. No reproduction
could do justice to the subject and the strong colors in the painting
which blend in naturally and complement ingeniously the delicate
decor with which the room is already appropriately furnished.
Wi,th the portrait the Library also received from Mr. George
Arents, Jr. a group of rare books and manuscripts inherited from his
distinguished father who had expressed the desire that they be an
additional gift for the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room.
In this gift are original autograph manuscripts of Elizabeth Bar-
rett Browning's "Wisdom Unapplied" (two versions), "Hymns sung
on the occasion of the annual sermon for the benefit of the Sabbath
School," and her wonderful letter to Napoleon III seeking a pardon
for Victor Hugo; Edward FitzGerald's "A Country Carol"; Charles
Lamb's autograph Christmas note signed to Charles Ryle, Dec. 24,
1830, with the postscript: "P.S. don't eat too much plum pudding to-
morrow"; W. M. Thackeray's autograph letter signed, Christmas Eve,
1852, Tremont House, Boston, to Frederick Pratt Barlow; a collection
of Lewis Carroll's birthday, Christmas and New Year greeting cards,
and souvenirs sent to Edith Blakemore, with two letters to her signed:
C. L. Dodgson; Oliver Wendell Holmes's "Army Hymn"; A. C. Swin-
burne's "A Christmas Carol," published in the poet's controversial
Poems and Ballads~ 1866, and "A New Year's Message to Joseph Maz-
zini"; Eugene Field's "A Song of the Christmas Wind," "Ambition's
Fools," "The Good Knight and the Fair Unknown," and the piece with
Field's own illustrations entitled "How the Good Knight Attended
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upon Sir Slosson," dated Dec. 25, 1885; Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's
"The Arrow and the Song"; Samuel Francis Smith's "New England
Christmas" and the anthem "America" with an additional stanza writ-
ten for the Centennial celebration; and G. K. Chesterton's "The Great
Coincidence" and "A Christmas Song for Three Guilds."
Additional information concerning these and the other items in
this interesting and valuable collection will be given in future issues
of the Courier.
Awards for Book Collecting
At the seventh annual Scholastic Achievement Convocation held
18 April last, Miss Christine A. Meyers of Middletown, N. Y., received
the George Arents Library Award for the best library assembled by a
graduating Senior. Miss Meyers, a fine arts major in the College of
Liberal Arts, concentrated on a collection of books dealing with the
Dance, and received a medal designed by Ivan Mestrovic and a cheque
for $100 from the George Arents Library Award Endowment Fund.
At the same ceremonies, the Fraser Freshman Library Prize,
awarded annually by Mr. David A. Fraser, prominent Syracuse at-
torney and member of the Board of Trustees of Library Associates,
went to Mr. Karl R. Stoecker, an architecture student from Geneva,
Switzerland, who had assembled the most outstanding personal library
among the first-year students at Syracuse University. Mr. Stoecker's
library consisted of books dealing primarily with literature, art, and
architecture, and ranged from Laurence Sterne to Salvatore Quasi-
modo and from Tommaso Guidi Masaccio to Anthony J. Campigno.
A selection from this collection was on exhibition 18-29 May in the
foyer of the Main Library building.
Mr. Wayne S. Yenawine, Director of Libraries and Dean, School
of Library Science, made the presentations.
ANew Crane Book
In the preface to her recently published volume Cora Crane:
A Biography of Mrs. Stephen Crane (Bloomington: Indiana Univer-
sity Press), Lillian B. Gilkes acknowledges the cooperation of
librarians and the assistance of scholars in discovering new and rare
materials invaluable in the preparation of this work, and declares:
"My first thanks go to Mr. Lester G. Wells, Rare Book Librarian
of Syracuse University, and Professor Edwin H. Cady, who opened to
me the George Arents Collection of Craneana at Syracuse," and in
the section of "Notes on Sources" are citations to Stephen Crane's
Love Letters to Nellie Crouse) the volume edited by Prof. Cady and
Mr. Wells, and published by the Syracuse University Press in 1954,
and to other materials in the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room,
including the legal document which gives the correct date of Cora
Crane's death, Sept. 4, 1910.
This is the first volume to be devoted entirely to the dare-devil
and enigmatic rebel who, as Stephen Crane's chatelaine at castellated
Brede Place, Sussex, served as hostess to a distinguished literary circle
including Henry James, H. G. Wells, Joseph Conrad, George Gissing,
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Harold Frederic, Edward Garnett, Rider Haggard, Ford Madox
Hueffer, and others, during the last years of Crane's life, and as a
totally different kind of hostess to innumerable undistinguished,
unliterary circles of unknowns at "The Court" in Jacksonville,
Florida, during the last years of her own life. But Miss Gilkes's
splendidly written biography, most favorably received on all sides,
has been so exhaustively and scholarly researched that it will never
be necessary or desirable for anyone else to plow this field again.
Gifts, Donations, Presentations, Acquisitions,
Ampersand
STEWART L. UDALL
Following delivery of his address at the -One Hundred Seventh
Commencement at Syracuse University, Sunday, 4 June 1961, Honor-
able Stewart Lee Udall, a member of Library Associates (and also
Secretary of the Interior of the United States) , presented to the uni-
versity (through the Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books) the
original of the text he had used at the exercises in Archbold Stadium.
At the top of the first page the Secretary wrote and signed the fol-
lowing inscription: "For Syracuse University Library with warm re-
spect for its dedication to learning. Stewart L. Udall, June 4, 1961."
Each of the seventeen pages of this document contains changes, altera-
tions, underlinings, and emendations in the Secretary's handwriting
which make it quite different from, and far more interesting than, the
text mimeographed for the Press.
Accompanying this manuscript is the original of a typed bio-
graphical sketch, the first and only right-up-to-the-last-minute compila-
tion of its kind, inscribed by the Commencement speaker as follows:
"For Syracuse University on Commencement Day, June 4, 1961. Stew-
art L. Udall."
These unusual memorabilia have been deposited in the Archives
of Syracuse University.
Postscriptum:
1. Since it was Secretary Udall, a longtime admirer and friend of
Robert Frost, who suggested to the President-elect that the poet be in-
cluded on the program of the Inaugural Ceremony, it is not surprising
to find various Frostian quotations, references, and thoughts in this,
the Secretary's first Commencement address. Because of these, accord-
ing to Frank P. Piskor, Vice President for Academic Affairs of Syracuse
University and a Frost-bitten collector from way back, the Commence-
ment address may very well be considered an item worthy of inclusion
in the bibliography of the New England poet, born in San Francisco.
2. After the Baccalaureate Service, while standing out in "The
Oval," Secretary Udall, surveying the scenery about him and breathing
in the air of a perfect day for Commencement, was heard to utter a
cogency to his host well worth recording: "I have always wanted to
study and teach the wisdom of the past so I could receive and give light
to searchers of the present who seek guidance for the future so they
may fulfill their missions in life."
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SOL FEINSTONE
Mr. Sol Feinstone, Buckstone Farm, Washington Crossing, Penn-
sylvania, a member of the Board of Trustees of Library Associates, pre-
sented a copy of the Tamiment Institute Library Bulletin, No. 28, De-
cfmber 1960: "Eugene Victor Debs Birthday Issue," containing a list
of materials pertaining to the labor leader (separate works, collections
and selections, articles, biography and criticism, scrap books, maga-
zines, newspapers, manuscripts, portraits, and photographs) in the
lIbrary of the Institute, New York City. On the cover is reproduced a
hitherto unpublished photograph of Debs and two others with Willy
Pogany, the celebrated artist, taken in May 1923.
GORDON N. RAY
Library Associate Gordon N. Ray, Secretary General of the John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, recipient of the degree
Litterarum Doctor at the recent Syracuse University Commencement,
presented to the Library inscribed copies of two very interesting and
important items: The Undoctored IncidentJ the address he delivered
at the Founders Day Honors Convocation, New York University, 21
April 1961; and copy No. 970 of the attractive edition, for which he
supplied the scholarly introduction, of The Desert Daisy, by H. G.
Wells (Urbana: Beta Phi Mu, 1957), composed during 1878-80, when
Wells was in his twelfth and thirteenth years, and regarded as his
earliest surviving narrative of any length, the original manuscript of
which is now in the University of Illinois Library.
JOHN ANDREW RICE
From Mr. John Andrew Rice of Gaithersburg, Maryland, a new
member of Library Associates, came a gift in the form of a copy of
Alexander Pope's noted poem The Rape of the Lock from an early
edition not already represented in the Lena R. Arents Rare Book
Room.
This copy may be described briefly as follows:
The Rape of the Lock, An Heroi-Comical Poem, by A. Pope.
Adorned with Plates. London: Printed by T. Bensley; for F. J. Du
Roveray, Great St. Helens; and sold by J. and A. Arch, Gracechurch-
street; and J. Wright, Piccadilly, 1798. Crown octavo, 80pp., all plates
present, frontispiece and one each for the five cantos, with original
tissue guards. Half-title and title-page, with blank reverses, pp. [i]-[iv];
Advertisement, unsigned, pp. [v]-xvi; verses To Mr. Pope, signed T.
Parnell, pp. xvii-xxiii; p. [xxiv] blank; letter To Mrs. Arabella Fermar,
signed: A. Pope, pp. xxv-xxix; p. [xxx] blank; Fly-title, Canto I, with
blank reverse, pp. [1]-[2]; Text: Canto I, pp. [3]-12; Fly-title, Canto II,
with blank reverse, pp. [13]-[14]; Text: Canto II, pp. 15-24; Fly-title,
Canto III, with blank reverse, pp. [25]-[26]; Text: Canto III, pp. 27-38
(pp. 29-30 are a cancellans); Fly-title, Canto IV, with blank reverse,
pp. [39]-[40]; Text: Canto IV, pp. 41-52; Fly-title, Canto V, with blank
reverse, pp. [53]-[54]; Text: Canto V, pp. 55-64; Notes, Variations, and
Imitations, pp. [65]-79; p. [80] blank. Frontispiece on separate leaf in-
serted between half-title and title; other five illustrations on separate
leaves inserted between fly-titles and first pages of text of cantos. The
artists were: W. Hamilton, R.A., Thos. Stothard, R.A., Hy. Fuseli,
R.A., and E. F. Burney; the engravers: F. Bartolozzi, Anker Smith, Jas.
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Neagle, Thos. Holloway, and W. Bromley. This edition, printed on
paper watermarked: J Whatman 1794~ was published in London on I
November 1798. This particular copy does not contain any book-label,
bookplate, book-stamp, or signature or name of former owners.
The author of the verses To Mr. Pope~ signed T. Parnell, was
Thomas Parnell (1679-1718), poet, vicar, member of the Scriblerus
Club, and a friend of Swift, Steele, Addison, Pope, Gay, Congreve, and
other of the prominent literary figures of the day. Overhearing Pope
read a portion from his unpublished manuscript of The Rape of the
Lock~ Parnell memorized the lines and converted them into Latin. The
following day when Pope was reading to another company, Parnell
produced what appeared to be an old monastic parchment on which
he had written the Latin translation. Pope was shocked to the point of
prostration, and not until some time later did he learn what had ac-
tually happened.
The present copy of The Rape of the Lock was purchased by Mr.
Rice when he was a Rhodes Scholar in England a while back.
CYRIL CLEMENS
Recently Mr. Cyril Clemens of Kirkwood, Missouri, editor of the
lIifark Twain Journal~ presented to Syracuse University Library copies
of the rarest and out-of-print numbers of this publication, dating back
to 1936, each of which is devoted to a single prominent literary figure
in the world of American and English literature. These include: A. E.
Housman, James M. Barrie, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Stephen Vin-
cent Benet, Edwin Markham, William Lyons Phelps, and George
Bernard Shaw. Each issue is replete with interesting facsimiles and
materials nowhere else available.
Another gift from Mr. Clemens was a copy (No. 36) of a most
unusual item entitled Christmas This Year~ by Booth Tarkington
(1869-1946) , written especially for Mr. Earle J. Bernheimer of Beverly
Hills, California, the assiduous Tarkington collector and authority,
and printed for him by the Ward Ritchie Press of Los Angeles, in an
edition limited to 52 numbered copies signed by Mr. Bernheimer and
distributed as his Christmas greeting, December 1945, only a few
months before the death of the great novelist.
This charming little mystery by Booth Tarkington pertains to the
painting he purchased by Sebastiano Mainardi (a little documented
but prolific Florentine painter of wistful Madonnas, born c. 1460, died
1513) , and the text has not ever been issued in any other form. It is
described in: A Bibliography of Booth Tarkington~by Dorothy Ritter
Russo and Thelma L. Sullivan, Indianapolis, 1949, pp. 148-9.
HARLAN CLEVELAND
Honorable Harlan Cleveland, Assistant Secretary of State for In-
ternational Organization Affairs of the United States, has presented the
original draft of the speech entitled "Professional Thought on Things
as They Are," which he delivered at Syracuse University, 7 May 1961,
on the occasion of the Chancellor's dinner honoring retiring faculty
members and those completing twenty-five years of service to the uni-
versity. This consists of nineteen pages, complete, typewritten with
numerous handwritten corrections and changes in pencil by Secretary
Cleveland, and is inscribed by him at the top of the first page: "For
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Syracuse University Library Associates, Harlan Cleveland, May 7,
1961." Accompanying memorabilia include: Campus Calendar, Syra-
cuse University, for week beginning I May 1961, with announcement
of this occasion; an Invitation to the dinner; Menu and Program of the
dinner; Seating List and Chart; and a copy of parts of The Post-
Standard} 8 May 1961, Syracuse, New York, containing a report of
Secretary Cleveland's address.
LEANDER MCCORMICK-GOODHART
From his library at Bellapals, near Alexandria, Virginia, Com-
mander Leander McCormick-Goodhart, retired diplomat and patron
of the arts (including the most genteel fonns of collecting) , has pre-
sented to Syracuse University Library the original of an unpublished
autograph letter signed by the American poet, John Greenleaf Whit-
tier (1807-1892), famous mostly for his "Snow-bound," "Maud Mul-
Ier," and "The Barefoot Boy."
The letter consists of one page, dated 528 Spruce Street, 25 April
1859, addressed to "My dear frds" (friends), and laments his inability
to visit Germantown, a residential district out from Philadelphia, be-
cause of an "illness which entirely prostrates me." It might be hazarded
that perhaps one of the factors which directly contributed to the
Quaker poet's distemper was the fact that he was, at this very time,
having to fend off the amorous aggressiveness of a widow named Mrs.
Elizabeth Lloyd Howell he had known before her marriage.
Another gift from Commander McCormick-Goodhart is the or-
iginal of a long and most interesting letter by Dame Adeline Genee-
Isitt, the famous dancer, written in 1940 when she came out of retire-
ment to aid various charitable war relief organizations. Adeline Genee
made her first public appearance at the age of ten, rose to fame over-
night, received acclamations and honors all over Europe and America,
served as President of the Royal Academy of Dancing in England from
1920 until 1954, and is presently residing in London at the great age
of eighty-three.
ABBIE HARPER BIGELOW
Mrs. Abbie Harper Bigelow, lovely graduate of Syracuse Univer-
sity and lively factotum of the Bookstall, right off campus, gave to the
Library a remarkably clean and crisp (almost in pristine condition,
most unusual in a child's book published half a century ago) copy of
the first edition of The Sea Fairies} by L. Frank Baum (Chicago, 1911)
with black-and-white illustrations and full-page pictures in colors by
John R. Neill.
This copy is of the first issue which is readily identified by the
binding and the artistic pictorial cover: green cloth, with pronounced
ribbing; on the front: gold paper paste down label with circular illus-
tration showing Trot, Cap'n Bill, and Queen Aquareine with only
their heads above the water; legend reads: THE SEA FAIRIES /
[vignette as described] / By L. FRANK BAUM / AUTHOR OF THE
OZ STORIES /. On spine at bottom publisher's name appears as:
Reilly &/ Britton.
The second issue of this edition is bound in green cloth, without
pronounced ribbing; front cover has green paper paste down label,
showing Trot on bottom of sea, looking left, holding a sea horse in her
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right hand (in the first issue this illustration appears opposite p. 112) ;
legend reads: THE SEA FAIRIES / BY THE AUTHOR OF THE
OZ BOOKS / [vignette as described] / L. FRANK BAUM ;. On spine
at bottom publisher's name appears as: REILLY & / BRITTON /.
Internally the two issues do not appear to vary: broken text letters
are the same in each (with two exceptions) , and errors in make-up are
the same in both.
It is interesting to note that the author's introductory paragraphs
are dated at the place to which he moved in California, built his home,
raised birds and flowers, and did all of his writing for the rest of his
life, a little-known orange grove named: Hollywood.
A brief reference to The Sea Fairies is included in the bibliography
in that splendid and valuable little book entitled: The Musical Fan-
tasies of L. Frank Baum~ by AlIa T. Ford and Dick Martin, The Wizard
Press, Chicago, 1958. For the differentit:e between the first and second
issues, the Editor is indebted to the graciousness of Mr. Roland Baugh-
man, Head of Special Collections, Columbia University, Baum col-
lector and authority.
Lyman Frank Baum rose from the editorship of an obscure South
Dakota newspaper to the position of the most inventive writer of fairy
tales in all the world during his lifetime. He was fantasist, playwright
and dramatist, and author of numerous bestsellers for children, of
which the most famous was The Wonderful Wizard of Oz~ 1900, the
first distinctive attempt to construct a fairyland out of American forces
of nature such as tidal waves, earthquakes, and Kansas cyclones. Baum
first saw the light of day just a few miles eastward of Syracuse, over
the line in Madison county, at a little town named Chittenango; the
year was 1856.
Baum lived continuously in the Syracuse area until he was seven-
teen, and then in 1873 went to New York City as a World reporter. In
1882 he came back to Syracuse and married a young lady from nearby
Fayetteville, and the two of them then started out in search of fame
and fortune. He died on 6 May 1919.
Despite Baum's large output of books and their continuing popu-
larity-nine publishing houses at present have some of the Oz books on
the market-the story of his life in full has never been published. The
Associated Press recently announced that the first biography, compiled
from notes left by a son, will appear this coming October.
HERBERT H. FOCKLER
Two unusual gifts came to Syracuse University Library from Mr.
Herbert H. Fockler, West Virginian, Washington official, book and art
collector, librarian and author.
The first is a copy of the out-of-print and now scarce illustrated
volume prepared by the Russell Birdwell organization, Beverly Hills,
California, for the motion picture entitled "The Alamo," produced in
Texas at a cost of $12,000,000. This document, unprecedented in the
realm of that ancient custom of the news release, was mailed out to the
press, historical societies, governmenta! offici.als, opinio? ~ontrol groups,
libraries, schools, churches, and motIOn pIcture exhIbitors. No copy
has yet appeared in a catalogue of a second-hand book dealer, but the
volume became a collectors' item overnight because of the important
historical data contained in its 184 large pages, along with .information
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regarding research methods and results. The producers were fortunate
to have the assistance of J. Frank "Pancho" Dobie, world-famous Texan
folklorist and historian of the Southwest, who proved to be a produc-
tive source of information that begins where the history books leave
off, such as his revelation of a new quotation ascribed to Davy
Crockett: "Never eat on an empty stomach nor drink on a full one."
In the section dealing with the history of the Alamo, the mission that
became a fortress and the fortress that became a shrine, there appears
only one factual inaccuracy.
The second item presented by Mr. Fockler is a copy of the first
(English) edition of Rudyard Kipling: A Literary Appreciation~by R.
Thurston Hopkins, London, 1915, published during the lifetime of the
Laureate of Empire who was to live on until 1936, but who had already
started to curtail the amount of his literary output. This particular
copy bears the bookplate of Holbrook Jackson to whom the author, in
the preface, acknowledges his indebtedness for numerous data from
the "arresting articles" on Kipling which Jackson had written a year
before for the English periodical T. P.'s Weekly~ of which he was editor,
1914-16.
Laid in are two very interesting autograph letters signed by Hop-
kins to Jackson, dated London, 29 December 1915 and 4 January 1916,
relating to this book; his personal acknowledgment of help from
jackson's writings on Kipling; his little 2/6 book: Rudyard Kipling: A
Survey of his Literary Art~ issued by Digby, Long & Co., London, 1914;
the forthcoming second edition of the 1915 work with some new notes
added; the fact that Frederick A. Stokes, New York, was bringing out
the first American edition in the spring of 1916; and declaring that he
daimed no credit for the success of the work: "I claim no honour in the
matter-," Hopkins wrote Jackson in the second letter, "anything on
Kipling sells even if it is written with a gate post."
The first American edition consisted of sheets of the second Eng-
lish edition, published January 1916, and is identical with it but for
the tipped-in title-page with Stokes's imprint. The third English edi-
tion, rewritten, was issued in November 1921. Incidentally, the first
state of this third edition has an error in attribution of the frontispiece
in the List of Illustrations, and some copies have an Erratum slip in-
serted.
That Hopkins was convinced anything about Kipling would sell
is attested by the fact that he soon followed with two more: Kipling'S
Sussex~ London, 1921 (American edition: same year, English edition
sheets, with tipped-in title-page bearing imprint of D. Appleton & Co.)
and The Kipling Country~ 1925, both o£ which were popular and
profitable.
Robert Thurston Hopkins, who wrote Jackson in the letter of 4
January 1916: "I have no talent for writing myself but am in love with
the making of books," gained a splendid reputation as journalist and
author by writing articles for leading newspapers, special features for
the London Evening News~ volumes about Thomas Hardy, H. G.
Wells, and George Borrow, and books on banks, bank robberies, weird
and uncanny stories, haunted houses, phantoms, spirits, and ghosts.
During World War II he was a Group Officer in the Sussex Local De-
fence Volunteers, and afterwards was content to live peacefully in
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Brighton and follow his favorite recreations: sailing boats and hunting
ghosts. He died in 1958 at the age of seventy-four.
Holbrook Jackson, born 1874, editor and proprietor of numerous
journals and periodicals, was also a bookman, literary critic and chron-
icler, essayist, and author of such books as Edward FitzGerald and
Omar Khayyam (1899), The Eternal Now~ a book of verses (1900),
Everychild~ an anthology of verses for children (1906), Bernard Shaw~
the first study of the first Englishman ever to saw wood in plus fours
(1907) , a splendid biography of William Morris (1908), an excellent
literary history of The Eighteen Nineties (1913), and the superb work
entitled The Anatomy of Bibliomania (1930), to this day regarded as
the best dipping book about books and the most adequate running
index of bibliolatry that has yet been devised, as compact as a time-
table and as concentrated as a bouillon cube.
Following jackson's death in 1948, his library was dispersed at
public sale, and book collectors the world over were given the op-
portunity of acquiring presentation and association copies he had col-
lected throughout his life.
Holbrook Jackson is one of Mr. Fockler's specialities, and the West
Virginian was one of the earliest and most fortunate purchasers of
books once owned by the Englishman.
MRS. FRED C. KELLY
The four books briefly described below come to Syracuse Univer-
sity from Mrs. Kelly of Kensington, Maryland, a member of Library
Associates, as a gift from the extensive library of her late husband, the
renowned and highly esteemed Fred Charters Kelly (1882-1959), news-
paper correspondent, columnist (In 1910 he left the Cleveland Plain
Dealer and went to Washington where he conducted the first daily
vVashington column ever syndicated), contributor to leading maga-
zines, author, and biographer. Some of his books are: The Fun of
Knowing Folks~ 1923; The Wisdom of Laziness~ 1924; You and Your
Dog~ 1926; The Wright Brothers~ a biography authorized by Orville
Wright, 1943; George Ade: Warmhearted Satirist~ 1947; The Perma-
nent Ade (anthology), 1947; The Life and Times of Kin Hubbard~
1952; editor: Miracle at Kitty Hawk~ 1951, and How We Invented the
Airplane~by Orville Wright, 1953.
It has been said that the jovial, quick-witted Fred Kelly had more
friends throughout the world than any other hundred people: Presi-
dents, Vice-Presidents, Ambassadors, Senators, Congressmen, Kings and
Queens and Jacks, Prime Ministers (He met Churchill in 1902) , min-
isters, revolutionists, spies, con men, and people in all walks of life. A
rumor, never fully authenticated, has it that in a weak, unguarded mo-
ment several years ago, Kelly even confessed to knowing a Missourian
named Homer Croy, who was a neighbor of the James boys, Frank and
J esse Woodson.
Our Boyhood Thrills and Other Cartoons~ by Harold Tucker
vVebster, New York, 1915. First edition of this collection by the famous
cartoonist who was most popular for those series which appeared in
newspapers all over the country under such captions as: "Life's Darkest
Moment," "How to Torture Your Wife," and "The Timid Soul." Pre-
sentation copy with autograph inscription signed by the author as fol-
lows: "To my friend, Fred C. Kelly, who will have to keep this book in
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a conspicuous place on account of page 87. Webster. Port Washington,
L. I., March 17, 1917." Webster drew alongside the inscription the
colorful figure of a happy young country lad with his dog. The full-
page cartoon on page 87 shows what might have been the scene if
Kelly had achieved his ambition: "My boyhood ambition was to wear
a pair of nickle-plated coiled wire sleeve-holders, and to own the larg-
est private collection of dogs in the United States."
On My Way: Being the Book of Art Young in Text and Picture~
New York, 1928. First edition, second printing, of this autobiography
in comment, anecdote, cartoon, and confession of one of the most
trenchant social caricaturists ever to grace the American scene. On the
half-title is pasted down a piece of paper on which Young wrote the
following: "N. Y. Feb. 20, 1933, Fred C. Kelly. Dear Fred: Here's a slip
of paper to paste in your copy of On My Way-just to show that I'm
alive and still kicking [Here appears a drawing showing Young kicking
three little devilish imps into the air]. With pleasant remembrance of
our days in Washington, Your friend, Art Young."
Arthur Henry Young, born in Wisconsin in 1866, was active in
campaigns for woman suffrage, labor organization, racial equality, and
abolition of child labor, illustrated newspapers, magazines, and books,
humorist, satirist of the bitterest kind, champion of the underdog,
wielded his cartoonist's brush as one of the most powerful weapons of
liberalism that ever existed in this country. His friends included Jack
London, O. Henry, Thomas Nast, John Reed, Bob Ingersoll, P. T.
Barnum, Lew Wallace, Mark Twain, Bill Nye, James Whitcomb Riley,
Eugene Field, and many others who had passed into history by the
time he himself joined them in 1943.
Phoenixiana; or~ Sketches and Burlesques~by John Phoenix, New
York, 1856. First edition, original binding.
The author of this unusual book was George Horatio Derby (born
Dedham, Mass., 1823, died 1861) , army officer and author, famous as a
wit and practical joker, but his writing was done chiefly for his own
amusement, appearing in various newspapers and magazines, especially
during his residence in California, 1849-56. His friends collected these
scattered pieces in two volumes, the popular Phoenixiana~ 1856, and
Squibob Papers~ 1865, named for his pseudonyms, John Phoenix and
John P. Squibob. Although he is usually classed as a western humorist,
Derby was a well-educated gentleman, with an innate love of fun, who
wrote in a spirit of satire, irony, and burlesque. To some extent he
carried on the tradition of urbane humor represented by Washington
Irving and the Knickerbocker Magazine, but his boisterous quality was
in the then-new western spirit.
Although Phoenixiana was very popular in its day, copies of the
first edition, especially in such good condition as the present one, are
very seldom met with today.
In 1937 George R. Stewart's biography of Derby was published
under the title: John Phoenix~ Esq.~ The Veritable Squibob: A Life of
Captain H. Derby~ U.S.A.
The Wright Brothers~ by Fred C. Kelly, New York: Ballantine
Books, 1960. First edition in Arabic, paperback, not for distribution in
this country, but sent abroad by the U. S. Information Agency.
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JAMES GIRDWOOD
Mr. James Girdwood, publisher of Electronics at McGraw-Hill,
New York City, and a Swinburne collector and enthusiast, presented to
Syracuse University Library a copy of: Search & Research: The Collec-
tions and Uses of the New York Public Library~ by William K. Zinsser,
with illustrations by Tom Funk, issued on the recent occasion of the
50th Anniversary celebration at the New York Public Library, with an
example of the special medal designed by Leonard Baskin, noted young
American artist and sculptor and Associate Professor of Art at Smith
College, and executed for this particular occasion. These bronze, torch-
finished medallions were presented to those institutions and individuals
who have contributed significantly to the advancement of research li-
braries.
In May 1911, President William Howard Taft dedicated the New
York Public Library "to the spread of knowledge among the people,"
and it was in celebration of this event fifty years ago that the recent
rededication ceremonies were held.
MARTIN KAMIN
From Library Associate Mr. Martin Kamin, founder and admin-
istrator of one of the most popular and successful bookshops in New
York City, recently came gifts in the form of two volumes by Dr.
Maurice Sandoz, that rare combination of a professional scientist, an
accomplished master of belles lettres, a novelist, and a composer. The
titles are: The Pleasures of Mexico (1957), beautifully illustrated with
black-and-white and color photographs by Evelyn Hofer; and
Diaghilev-Nijinsky and Other Vignettes (1956), with Prefatory Note
by Walter Terry and a Commentary by Romola Nijinsky, wife of the
great dancer. Sandoz's meetings and experiences with such celebrities as
Nijinsky, Camille Saint-Saens, Ernest Ansermet, Isadora Duncan, and
Ronald Firbank, gracefully and dramatically related, are strikingly re-
vealing of both the observer and the observed. Mr. Kamin issued both
books under the imprint of Kamin Publishers, New York.
Mr. Kamin has also presented to Syracuse University Library over
a hundred original autograph letters and manuscripts of modern Amer-
ican and European authors which are now in the process of being re-
ceived, catalogued, and prepared for exhibition at a future date.
William Morris's Poems by the Way
Poems by the Way~ written by William Morris, was the second of
his KeImscott Press books, finished on 24 September 1891, and sold by
Reeves & Turner of London. It was a small quarto of crown 8vo. ap-
pearance, untrimmed, and bound in vellum with silk ties.
This first edition of a small number of copies (300 on paper, 13 on
vellum) did not meet the needs of the reading and admiring public, so
it was followed at once by an edition printed at the Chiswick Press
with the following title: POEMS BY THE WAY / WRITTEN BY
WILLIAM / MORRIS / LONDON: REEVES AND TURNER /
MDCCCXCIj.
This was an Imperial 16mo., consisting of 196 pages of text, with
four preliminary leaves, bound in unblocked dark green (or dark
blue) cloth, gilt lettered on front cover and spine.
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In the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room there is a copy of this
edition, in dark blue cloth, with the Ex Libris of Arthur B. Spingarn
on the inside front cover.
Following this trade edition, there was issued a large paper edition
on handmade paper, post quarto, limited to 100 numbered copies,
bound in cream-white buckram, unblocked, gilt lettered on the front
cover and spine.
In the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room there is not a copy of this
large paper, limited edition.
Last week a man walked into a bookstore in upstate New York
(location and name of store withheld for obvious reasons) and pur-
chased Copy No. 90 of the limited edition, unopened throughout, and
with no marks of previous owners. Price paid: $1.00 plus tax.
Next week the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room will have a copy
of the large paper, limited edition of Poems by the Way.. by William
Morris. It will be Copy No. 90: the purchaser-donor is a member of
Syracuse University Library Associates.
WILLIAM MORRIS AGAIN
To those interested in the great William Morris, let it be known
there exists and thrives an active and energetic society bearing his name
and having for its purpose the proper study and appropriate apprecia-
tion of this diverse, enthusiastic poet, artist, craftsman, romantic so-
cialist, and seeker after beauty who lived from 1834 until 1896.
The President of the society is none other than ninety-four-year-
old Sir Sydney Carlyle Cockerell, who was secretary to William Morris
and the Kelmscott Press, 1892-8, and later Morris's literary executor.
The Honorary Secretary is Mr. R. C. H. Briggs, 260, Sandycombe Road,
Kew, Surrey, England, whose Annual Report for the year 1960, already
in the hands of American members of the society, is a masterpiece of
Morrisana, scholarly written in a splendid style. The secretary of the
society in the United States (Eastern Seaboard) is: Mr. Joseph R.
Dunlap, 206, Fort Lee Road, Leonia, New Jersey.
Quotations
Leaders of men who are widely read frequently paraphr;:1se or
quote an author whose words left an indelible impression. The context
in which leaders use statements or coin phrases gives them a feeling of
originality, but frequently these expressions are not new. In his speech
of May 13, 1940, Sir Winston Churchill said, "I have nothing to offer
but blood, toil, tears, and sweat." Did Churchill unconsciously borrow
from Lafcadio Hearn? The University Library recently acquired for
the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room a first edition of Hearn's essays
published at New York in 1902 under the title, Kotto; Being Japanese
Curios.. With Sundry Cobwebs. In one of these essays, "A Drop of
Dew," Hearn wrote: "For each one of them [dew drops] must combine
... with countless kindred atoms for the making of other drops,-drops
of dew and rain and sap, of blood and sweat and tears...."
It is interesting to note that in a similar vein Garibaldi in his
speech (1849) on the "Defense of the Roman Republic" said, "I offer
hunger, thirst, forced marches, battles and death."
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I II Years of Puerile Misbehavior
Research by a young Syracuse University scholar and foresight of a
state corrections official combined recently to bring to light a collection
of unusual records on juvenile delinquency which extend over a period
of III years.
The saga of the New York Home of Refuge, first reformatory for
the housing of youthful miscreants in this entire country, is now being
unpacked from ninety-one cartons of historical documents placed on
indefinite loan in the Syracuse University Library by the State of New
York for the use of the Youth Development Center staff.
The collection, which has been stored in a vault at West Coxsackie,
New. York, since 1935, consists of more than 500 volumes, including the
Daily Journals which contain a day-by-day account of life among the
lowly from 1824 to 1935, and the Case Histories which relate more than
30,000 stories of .tragedy, despair, joy, triumph, and faith fulfilled, all
of which has hitherto been virtually unknown to scholars and research-
ers.
The two men primarily responsible for making this invaluable
collection available to social scientists are Mr. Donald D. Scarborough,
superintendent of the New York State Correctional Institution at West
Coxsackie, who saved the records from possible destruction and man-
aged to keep them intact in excellent condition, and Mr. Robert S.
Pickett, graduate student at Syracuse University and an assistant at the
Youth Development Center, who located the materials in his researches,
realized their great value, and originated a campaign to have them
transferred to Syracuse University.
Upon learning of this development, Chancellor William P. Tolley
declared: "One term paper assignment and one casual reference in a
manuscript guide started Mr. Pickett on a search that has brought
Syracuse University a collection unequaled in the United States. We
are proud of his efforts and accomplishments, and proud of the trust
placed in us by the State of New York and the Department of Correc-
tions as guardians of these rare documents."
The collection will be open to scholars as soon as it is processed
into Syracuse University Archives, according to Archivist James K.
Owens, who is in charge of cataloguing and servicing of these records.
Special Walt Whitman Number
The recent issue of The American Book Collector.. the best period-
ical of its kind in the United States, is a Special Walt Whitman Num-
ber, featuring articles on the Solitary Singer by William White, Edwin
H. Miller, F. DeWolfe Miller, Harry R. Warfel, John Cook Wyllie,
and a beautiful bit entitled "Walt Ruminates," by Walter Hart Blu-
menthal, scholar and gentleman of Philadelphia. Lawrence S. Thomp-
son contributes No. 3 of the series on American Bibliophiles in the
form of a profile of that indefatigable and unrivaled Whitman col-
lector, Charles E. Feinberg of Detroit, a member of Syracuse University
Library Associates.
Editor and publisher of The American Book Collector.. now in its




During November and December 1959, an exhibit was held at
Syracuse University of a selection from the Lena R. Arents Rare Book
Room of fictional accounts of interplanetary travel and of trips to the
moon, written from about 160 A.D. to the beginning of the twentieth
century.
In connection with the exhibition, the Library issued a fourteen-
page Commentm, composed with a foreword by Mr. Lester G. Wells,
Librarian of the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room. Copies were dis-
tributed gratis to viewers of the display, and others were mailed out to
a list of selected names of people likely to be interested in the subject.
Following the close of the exhibit, requests were received by mail
for copies of the Commentary which exhausted the edition in due
course.
It is interesting to note that at this time (Summer 1961), the
record shows there is a backlog of 396 unfilled requests for copies of
the Commentary~ and they are continuing to be received. It is equally
as interesting to learn that these requests have come from every state in
the American Union (public, private, university, college, and high
school libraries, science fiction collectors, and book dealers) , from in-
stitutions and individuals in Japan and Hawaii, from the Library of
the British Museum, and most of the countries on the European con-
tinent, including Moscovy, but not Monaco, Andorra, Luxembourg,
F'urstentum Liechtenstein, and the Grand-Duche de Graustark. Un-
filled also are requests from Los Alamos, Picatinny Arsenal, the U. S.
Air Force, and a significant one from Mr. Jack Williamson of Portales,
New Mexico, who wishes to use it in connection with his doctoral dis-
sertation on "The Scientific Romances of H. G. Wells." There is one
which gives Mr. Wells cause to pause in fear the data contained in the
Commentary might be used not for innocent entertainment or proper
enlightenment but for nefarious experimental purposes. That's the
one which came from San Quentin Prison.
Physicians and Naturalists
In 1889, Mrs. Harriet Leavenworth presented Syracuse University
with a collection of 12,000 rare and superb engravings of world-cele-
brated physicians and naturalists which had been collected by Dr.
Heinrich Wolff of Bonn, Germany, over a period of several years, and
sold in one lot to her in 1885 by F. A. C. Prestel, the distinguished art
dealer of Frankfurt.
An account of this Wolff-Leavenworth Collection, as it is now
called, by Dr. Lytt I. Gardner, Syracuse physician, and Mr. Lester G.
Wells, Librarian of the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room, was pub-
lished in the March-April 1961 issue (Vol. 35, No.2) of the Bulletin
of the History of Medicine~ Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore.
This collection, which includes the work of noted engravers and
artists such as Bartolozzi, Diirer, Holbein, and Rembrandt, is said to
be the most extensive of its kind in the world.
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Gutenberg Leaf
At a sale held by Parke-Bernet Galleries, New York City, 16-17
May, a leaf of the Gutenberg Bible (Gabriel Wells-A. Edward Newton
edition) , the Isaiah Messianic prophecy, sold for $1800.
The individual leaves of this edition are not necessarily worth
that amount. Some are worth more, others less. The value depends
upon that part of the Bible which appears on the two pages, together
with the physical condition of the paper and the printing. One con-
taining, for instance, the Twenty-third Psalm or the Beatitudes is
worth infinitely more than a leaf filled with portions of one of the
"begatting" chapters.
The original leaf in the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room com-
prises II Esdras, Chap. V, from middle of verse 9 through 56 and Chap.
VI, from verse 1 to near the end of verse 12. This was given to Syracuse
University Library in 1932 by the late Rev. Jeremiah Zimmerman.
Burroughs's Narrative
In 1899 Mr. Edward H. Harriman, father of William Averell Har-
riman, former governor of the State of New York, in cooperation with
the Washington Academy of Sciences, organized and bore the expense
of an expedition to Alaska. He was accompanied by three artists and
twenty-five "men of science."
Library Associates recently added to collections in the Lena R.
Arents Rare Book Room an account of the Harriman expedition, en-
titled Alaska~ published in two volumes at New York in 1901. John
Burroughs, ornithologist and author, was included in the scientific
party and contributed to the published account a "Narrative of the
Expedition." The Library's copy is inscribed by Burroughs to Dr. E. R.
Hodge. Not only are both volumes fine examples of book production




The other day some workmen tearing down an old Syracuse house
discovered a cache of old letters and diaries neatly tied with ribbon
and string. What these are and how they reached the hands of the
Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books of Syracuse University is a
story which will be related in the next issue of the Courier.
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SIDNEY KRAMER (1912-1961)
Known far and wide as a scholar, bibliographer, librarian, book-
seller, publisher, and leading authority on books of all kinds, Sidney
Kramer made friends with every person he met or to whom he sold a
manuscript or a rare book.
From the age of nine, when he started collecting, he lived in the
world of books; at nineteen he was assistant to the curator of rare books
at Columbia University; he taught library science at universities; he
was a book consultant to large private firms and governmental organ-
izations; he was librarian at colleges; he wrote and published valuable
books; and he was instrumental in enlarging and enhancing public
and academic libraries in this country and abroad.
Every collector who browsed the Washington, D. C. bookshops
since World War II, met Sidney Kramer, sooner or later, and became
a respected friend.
One day last April, he told a Syracusan in Washington over the
telephone, "Yes, sure, I'd like to join the Library Associates. As soon as
I'm out of this sickbed, we'll get together for lunch and have a good
talk about books and Syracuse University." But on the twenty-fifth,
Sidney Kramer, forty-nine years old, joined instead those associates
who had gone before him into that realm where all good bookmen go.
Deus vult.
Memorial Funds
Friends have established a Memorial Fund for the purchase of
library books inscribed in honor of Henry D. Costello.
Additional contributions have been made to the Andrew W.
~·forek Library Memorial Fund.
The Oneida Community Collection
Branded a heretic and suspected of insanity, John Humphrey
Noyes, an expellee of Yale Theological Seminary and a delicensed
Congregational preacher, under threats at Putney, Vermont, herded his
faithful flock of converts westward, and did not stop until he had
reached a little place called Oneida, in Madison county, New York,
next door to Syracuse, a hundred and thirteen years ago.
Convinced he was a sinless, exalted, and anointed leader, divinely
singled out to rema~e and save the world from perdition, Noyes became
one of the most controversial figures ever to appear on the scene in
American cuItural-sociological-religious his tory.
At Oneida in 1848, Noyes and his company established his idea of
an ideal Christian communist society, all members of which were
known as Perfectionists from their insistence that true sinlessness could
be attained through communion with the Holy Spirit. They also main-
tained that conventional marriage was not a binding contract between
two individuals, but an arrangement under the control and supervision
of the entire community. Childbearing became a matter of breeding
by mating the healthiest and most intelligent males and females of the
community, the whole action methodically planned by appropriate
task forces and screening committees in the upper echelon.
At first the activities of the Oneida Communists were mainly agri-
culture, but later they included industry, and the society became a very
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prosperous body. In deference to public opposition which culminated
in an indignation meeting in 1879 at Syracuse University (though not
sponsored by the University), Noyes and his followers abandoned the
practice but not the belief in the matter of "complex marriage." Two
years later when the Community organized itself into a joint-stock
corporation, the framework of Noyes' idealistic ambitions fell apart,
and he retired to Canada where he died in 1886.
Many records and source materials exist regarding this noble ex-
periment, and for some years now Syracuse University Library has been
engaged actively in acquiring as much as possible until at present it is
believed to have the most extensive collection assembled by an educa-
tional institution in the United States.
In order that students, scholars, researchers, librarians, collectors,
and others concerned with the history of American cultural, socio-
logical, and religious developments for the period 1837-79, may know
the extent of these holdings, Syracuse University Library has recently
published a thirty-eight page illustrated bibliography under the title:
The Oneida Community Collection in the Syracuse University Library
(Ithaca, New York: The Cayuga Press, 1961) , compiled with an intro-
duction and scholarly notes by Mr. Lester G. Wells, Librarian, Lena R.
Arents Rare Book Room. A foreword has been supplied by Prof. Nelson
1"1. Blake of the History Department, Syracuse University.
The sub-headings of the Contents give an indication of the splen-
did arrangement of the bibliography: Books and Pamphlets by John
Humphrey Noyes, Books and Pamphlets about the Oneida Community
and John Humphrey Noyes, Serial Publications Issued or Edited by
John Humphrey Noyes or by the Communities with Which He Was
Associated, Miscellaneous Publications, Manuscript Materials in the
Syracuse University Library Relating to the Oneida Community, Syra-
cuse University and the Oneida Community, and General Social Re-
form Publications.
For those who wish to commune with the spirits of the Oneida
Communists, let it be known that the original Mansion House is now
an apartment dwelling, and there is one vacancy, and no waiting list.
New Members
Mr. David Fraser, Chairman of the Membership Committee, an-
nounces with sincere pleasure the following new members:
Dr. James A. Augenstine Richard B. Lillich
Walter Hart Blumenthal Thomas Ollive Mabbott
Dr. and Mrs. George B. Broad Hon. and Mrs. Earle B. Mayfield
Cyril Clemens Earle B. Mayfield, Jr.
Mrs. Wilson G. Cole Thomas B. Mayfield
Richard M. Elman William J. McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hill Leander McCormick-Goodhart
Fockler Ruth E. Meyers
James Girdwood Gordon N. Ray
Harold K. Hochschild John Andrew Rice
Alexander F. Jones Hon. Stewart Lee Udall
Martin Kamin Marvin M. Weiner
Mrs. Fred C. Kelly Ames W. Williams
Charles Kohen
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The above autograph inscription signed by the great Hoosier,
James Whitcomb Riley (1849-1916), appears in a copy of the second
edition (1895) of the poet's volume entitled Armazindy (with green
cloth binding, extra gilt spine, unrecorded in A Bibliography of James
fflhitcomb Riley~ by Anthony J. Russo and Dorothy R. Russo, Indiana-
polis, 1944), recently acquired by the Curator of Manuscripts and
Rare Books of Syracuse University for his private collection.
Riley's writing is plain and readable; the name of the addressee is
clear: Busch Hays.
Riley may have been "his old Hoosier friend," but Hays was cer-
tainly not among the poet's closest friends, or else he would have re-
ceived a copy of the first edition.
Who was Busch Hays, Esq.? That's the mystery.
A prize, beautiful, unique, and valuable, will be given to the
member of Library Associates who identifies the man here addressed
by the great author of such American classics as "Little Orphan Annie,"
"The Old Swimmin'-Hole," and "Out to Old Aunt Mary's." Communi-
cations should be addressed to the editor of the Courier. Duplicate
winners will be awarded duplicate prizes.
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